The Adiabatic Quantum-Flux-Parametron (AQFP) superconducting technology has been recently developed, which achieves the highest energy efficiency among superconducting logic families, potentially 10 4 -10 5 gain compared with state-of-theart CMOS. In 2016, the successful fabrication and testing of AQFP-based circuits with the scale of 83,000 JJs have demonstrated the scalability and potential of implementing largescale systems using AQFP. As a result, it will be promising for AQFP in high-performance computing and deep space applications, with Deep Neural Network (DNN) inference acceleration as an important example.
increases the difficulty to avoid RAW hazards; the second is the unique opportunity of true random number generation (RNG) using a single AQFP buffer, far more efficient than RNG in CMOS. We point out that these two characteristics make AQFP especially compatible with the stochastic computing (SC) technique, which uses a time-independent bit sequence for value representation, and is compatible with the deep pipelining nature. Further, the application of SC has been investigated in DNNs in prior work, and the suitability has been illustrated as SC is more compatible with approximate computations.
This work is the first to develop an SC-based DNN acceleration framework using AQFP technology. The deep-pipelining nature of AQFP circuits translates into the difficulty in designing accumulators/counters in AQFP, which makes the prior design in SC-based DNN not suitable. We overcome this limitation taking into account different properties in CONV and FC layers: (i) the inner product calculation in FC layers has more number of inputs than that in CONV layers; (ii) accurate activation function is critical in CONV rather than FC layers. Based on these observations, we propose (i) accurate integration of summation and activation function in CONV layers using bitonic sorting network and feedback loop, and (ii) low-complexity categorization block for FC layers based on chain of majority gates. For complete design we also develop (i) ultra-efficient stochastic number generator
INTRODUCTION
Wide-ranging applications of deep neural networks (DNNs) in image classification, computer vision, autonomous driving, embedded and IoT systems, etc., call for high-performance and energy-efficient implementation of the inference phase of DNNs. To simultaneously achieve high performance and energy efficiency, hardware acceleration of DNNs, including FPGA-and ASIC-based implementations, has been extensively investigated [4, 6-9, 12, 13, 17-20, 28, 29, 33, 34, 37, 39-41, 48, 49, 51, 53-55] . However, most of these designs are CMOS based, and suffer from a performance limitation because the Moore's Law is reaching its end.
Being widely-known for low energy dissipation and ultrafast switching speed, Josephson Junction (JJ) based superconductor logic families have been proposed and implemented to process analog and digital signals [24] . It has been perceived to be an important candidate to replace state-of-theart CMOS due to the superior potential in operation speed and energy efficiency, as recognized by the U.S. IARPA C3 and SuperTools Programs and Japan MEXT-JSPS Project. Adiabatic quantum-flux-parametron (AQFP) logic is an energyefficient superconductor logic family based on the quantumflux-parametron (QFP) [26] . AQFP logic achieves high energy efficiency by adopting adiabatic switching [23] , in which the potential energy profile evolves from a single well to a double well so that the logic state can change quasi-statically. The energy-delay-product (EDP) of the AQFP circuits fabricated using processes such as the AIST standard process 2 (STP2) [30] and the MIT-LL SFQ process [47] , is only three orders of magnitude larger than the quantum limit [45] . It can potentially achieve 10 4 -10 5 energy efficiency gain compared with state-of-the-art CMOS (even two order of magnitude energy efficiency gain when cooling energy is accounted for), with a clock frequency of several GHz. Recently, the successful fabrication and testing of AQFP-based implementations with the scale of 83,000 JJs, have demonstrated the scalability and potential of implementing large-scale circuits/systems using AQFP [31] . As a result, it will be promising for the AQFP technology in high-performance computing, with DNN inference acceleration an important example.
The AQFP technology uses AC bias/excitation currents as both multi-phase clock signal and power supply [43] to mitigate the power consumption overhead of DC bias in other superconducting logic technologies. Besides the ultra-high energy efficiency, AQFP exhibits two unique characteristics. The first is the deep pipelining nature since each AQFP logic gate is connected with an AC clock signal and occupies one clock phase, which increases the difficulty to avoid RAW (Read after Write) hazards in conventional binary computing. The second is the unique opportunity of true random number generation (RNG) using a single AQFP buffer (double JJ) in AQFP [16, 44] , which is far more efficient than RNG in CMOS.
We point out that these two characteristics make AQFP technology especially compatible with the stochastic computing (SC) technique [14] [1], which allows the implementation of 64 basic operations using extremely small hardware footprint. SC uses a time-independent bit sequence for value representation, and lacks RAW dependency among the bits in the stream. As a result it is compatible with the deeppipelining nature of superconducting logic. Furthermore, one important limiting factor of SC, i.e., the overhead of RNG [27] [32], can be largely mitigated in AQFP.
SC is inherently an approximate computing technique [15] [52], and there have been disputes about the suitability of SC for precise computing applications [3] . On the other hand, the DNN inference engine is essentially an approximate computing application. This is because the final classification result depends on the relative score/logit values of different classes, instead of absolute values. Recent work [35] [3] have pointed out the suitability of SC for DNN acceleration, and [50] has further proved the equivalence between SC-based DNN and binary neural networks, where the latter originate from deep learning society [11] . All the above discussions suggest the potential to build SC-based DNN acceleration using AQFP technology. This paper is the first to develop an SC-based DNN acceleration framework using AQFP superconducting technology. We adopt bipolar format in SC because weights and inputs can be positive or negative, and build stochastic number generation block in AQFP with ultra-high efficiency. The deeppipelining nature of AQFP circuits translates into the difficulty in designing accumulators/counters in AQFP, which makes the prior design in SC-based DNN [35] not suitable. We overcome this limitation taking into account different properties in CONV and FC layers.In summary, the contributions are listed as follows: (i) ultra-efficient stochastic number generator in AQFP; (ii) integration of summation and activation function using bitonic sorting in CONV layers; (iii) a high-accuracy sub-sampling block in AQFP; (iv) low-complexity categorization block for FC layers; (v) majority synthesis for further performance improvement and automatic buffer/splitter insertion for AQFP requirement. Experimental results suggest that the proposed SC-based DNN using AQFP can achieve up to 6.9 × 10 4 higher energy efficiency compared to its CMOS implemented counterpart and 96% accuracy on the MNIST dataset [21] . The proposed blocks can be up to 7.76 × 10 5 times more energy efficient than CMOS implementation. Simulation results suggest that the proposed sorter-based DNN blocks can achieve extremely low inaccuracy. In addition, we have successfully verified the functionality of a feature extraction chip, which is fabricated using the AIST 10kA/cm 2 Niobium high-speed standard process (HSTP), embedded in a cryoprobe and inserted into a liquid Helium Dewar to cool down to 4.2K.
BACKGROUND 2.1 AQFP Superconducting Logic
As shown in Fig. 1 , the basic logic structure of AQFP circuits is buffers consisting of a double-Josephson-Junction SQUID [10] . An AQFP logic gate is mainly driven by AC-power, which serves as both excitation current and power supply. By applying excitation current I x , typically in the order of hundreds of micro-amperes, excitation fluxes are applied to the superconducting loops via inductors
Depending on the small input current I in , either the left or the right loop stores one single flux quantum. Consequently, the device is capable of acting as a buffer cell as the logic state can be represented by the direction of the output current I out . The storage position of the quantum flux in the left or the right loop can be encoded as logic '1' or '0'.
The AQFP inverter and constant cell are designed from AQFP buffer. The AQFP inverter is implemented by negating the coupling coefficient of the output transformer in the AQFP buffer, while the constant gate in AQFP is designed using asymmetry excitation flux inductance in the AQFP buffer. The AQFP splitter is also implemented based on the AQFP buffer as shown in Fig. 2 . Please note that, unlike CMOS gates, which are connected to fan-out directly, all AQFP gates need to be connected to splitters for fan-out.
The AQFP standard cell library is built via the minimalist design approach [46] , in other words, designing more complicated gates using a bottom-up manner. Logic gate shown in Fig. 2 (a) is a majority gate as the output, 'd', depending on the number of '1's at inputs, 'a' to 'c'. Replacing any buffer with inverter can produce a variation of the majority gate (such as the minority gate). As illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) -(c), an AQFP AND gate is implemented by two buffers and one constant '0' while an AQFP NOR gate is implemented by two inverters and one constant '1'. Unlike the conventional CMOS technology, both combinational and sequential AQFP logic cells are driven by AC-power. In addition, the AC power serves as clock signal to synchronize the outputs of all gates in the same clock phase. Consequently, data propagation in AQFP circuits requires overlapping of clock signals from neighbouring phases. Fig. 3 presents an example of typical clocking scheme of AQFP circuits and data flow between neighbouring clock phases. In this clocking scheme, each AQFP logic gate is connected with an AC clock signal and occupies one clock phase, which makes AQFP circuits "deep-pipelining" in nature. Such clock-based synchronization characteristic also requires that all inputs for each gate should have the same delay (clock phases) from the primary inputs.
Stochastic Computing
Stochastic computing (SC) is a paradigm that represents a number, named stochastic number, by counting the number of ones in a bit-stream. For example, the bit-stream 0100110100 contains four ones in a ten-bit stream, thus it represents x = P(X = 1) = 4/10 = 0.4. In the bit-stream, each bit is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) which can be generated in hardware using stochastic number generators (SNGs). Obviously, the length of the bit-streams can significantly affect the calculation accuracy in SC [36] . In addition to this unipolar encoding format, SC can also represent numbers in the range of [−1, 1] using the bipolar encoding format. In this scenario, a real number x is processed by P(X = 1) = (x + 1)/2. Thus 0.4 can be represented by 1011011101, as P(X = 1) = (0.4 + 1)/2 = 7/10. -0.5 can be represented by 10010000, as it shown in Figure 4 (b), with
Compared to conventional computing, the major advantage of stochastic computing is the significantly lower hardware cost for a large category of arithmetic calculations. A summary of the basic computing components in SC, such as multiplication and addition, is shown in Figure 4 . As an illustrative example, a unipolar multiplication can be performed by a single AND gate since P(A · B = 1) = P(A = 1)P(B = 1), and a bipolar multiplication is performed by a single XNOR gate since c = 2P
Besides multiplications and additions, SC-based activation functions are also developed [35] [5] . As a result, SC has become an interesting and promising approach to implement DNNs [38] [3] [22] with high performance/energy efficiency and minor accuracy degradation.
MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES OF THE PROPOSED WORK
One observation we make is that SC technique, together with extremely small hardware footprint compared with binary computing, is especially compatible with the deep-pipelining nature in AQFP circuits. This is because SC uses a timeindependent bit sequence for value representation, and there are no data dependency in a number of consecutive clock cycles (equal to the bit-stream length, ranging from 128 to 2,048). In this way the RAW hazards can be avoided without bubble insertions, which is not avoidable in conventional binary computing implemented using AQFP. Additionally, it is important to note that the overhead of RNG, which is a significant overhead in SC using CMOS logic (even accounts for 40%-60% hardware footprint), can be largely mitigated in AQFP. This is because of extremely high efficiency in true RNG implementation (instead of pseudo-RNG) in AQFP, thanks to its unique operating nature.
As illustrated in Fig. 7 (a), a 1-bit true RNG can be implemented using the equivalent circuit of an AQFP buffer. The direction of the output current I out represents the logic state 1 or 0. I out will be determined by the input current I in . However, when I in = 0, the output current I out will be randomly 0 or 1 depending on the thermal noise, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). As a result, an on-chip RNG is achieved with two JJs in AQFP, and an independent random bit (0 or 1) will be generated in each clock cycle.
In a nutshell, we forecast SC to become a competitive technique for AQFP logic on a wide set of applications. For the acceleration of DNN inference phase in particular, SC has been demonstrated as a competitive technique to reduce hardware footprint while limiting accuracy loss [2] [35] . Compared with precise computing applications [3] , SC is more suitable for approximate computing where DNN is an example. Moreover, it has been proved recently on the equivalence between SC-based DNN and binary neural networks (BNN) [50] . As the latter originates from the deep learning society [11] and many accuracy enhancement techniques have been developed, these advances can be migrated to enhance the accuracy in SC-based DNNs to be close to the software-based, floating point accuracy levels.
Despite the above advantages in SC-based DNNs using AQFP, certain challenges need to be overcome to realize an efficient implementation. One major challenge is the difficulty to implement accumulators/counters due to the super-deep pipelining nature. This is because one single addition takes multiple clock phases, say n, in the deep-pipelining structure. Then the accumulation operation can only be executed once in every n clock phases to avoid RAW hazards. Throughput degradation will be resulted in especially when a large number is allowed in the accumulator (in the case of baseline structure of SC-based DNNs [35] as we shall see later). Similarly, it is also challenging for efficient implementation of finite state machines (FSM) in AQFP.
PROPOSED SC-BASED DNN
FRAMEWORK USING AQFP 4.1 System Architecture: Difference from the Prior Arts Fig. 5 demonstrates an M-input feature extraction block as defined in the prior work [35] of SC-based DNNs (built in CMOS), as a basic building block in CONV layers for feature extraction and FC layers for categorization. This structure performs inner product and activation calculation in the SC domain. The whole SC-based DNN chip comprises parallel and/or cascaded connection of such structures: the former for computing multiple outputs within a DNN layer, while the latter for cascaded DNN layers. The functionality in the feature extraction block is to im-
, where x and w i are input vector and one weight vector, respectively; b i is a bias value; and ψ is the activation function. In CMOS-based implementation of feature extraction block [35] , multiplication in the inner product calculation is implemented using XNOR gates (both weights and inputs are bipolar stochastic numbers); summation is implemented using approximate parallel counter (APC) for higher accuracy or using mux-tree (adder-tree) for low hardware footprint; activation is implemented using binary counter (for APC output) or FSM (for mux-tree output).
The aforesaid challenge in accumulator/counter and FSM implementations in AQFP translates into the difficulty in the direct, AQFP-based implementation of the above feature extraction block. More specifically, the binary counter or FSM that are necessary for activation function implementation can only be executed once in multiple clock cycles to avoid RAW hazards, resulting in throughput degradation. This limitation needs to be overcome in our proposed SC-based DNN architecture using AQFP. Fig. 6 demonstrates our proposed SC-based DNN architecture using AQFP, which uses different implementation structures of inner product/activation for CONV layers and
Inner-product and active function
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x [2] x [3] x [4] x FC layers. For CONV layers, the number of inputs for inner product computation is less compared with that for FC layers. Meanwhile, the requirement of accumulation operation is more significant (in terms of effect on overall accuracy) in the CONV layers compared with FC layers. Based on these observations, we propose (i) accurate integration of summation and activation function in CONV layers using bitonic sorting network and feedback loop, and (ii) low-complexity categorization block for FC layers based on chain of majority gates. The former is more accurate and more complicated, which is compatible with CONV layers which have higher impact on overall accuracy but with smaller number of inputs. The latter has low complexity, and is compatible with FC layers which has lower impact on overall accuracy but with large number of inputs. The overall accuracy loss will be minor and under control as shall be shown in the experiments.
In the following subsections, we will describe in details in the proposed feature extraction block for CONV layers and categorization block for FC layers. Despite the distinct structure, both blocks essentially implement the inner product and activation y i = ψ (w T i x + b i ) as discussed before, and multiplication is implemented in XNOR in SC domain. The inputs of both blocks are from previous DNN layer or from primary inputs, and are stochastic numbers in principle. The weights are stored (hardwired) in the AQFP chip in binary format for reducing hardware footprint, and will be transformed to stochastic format through RNG and comparators. In the following, we also describe (i) the stochastic number generator that can be implemented with ultra-high efficiency in AQFP, and (ii) accurate sub-sampling block in AQFP for pooling operation, which has higher accuracy than the version in [35] .
A stochastic number generator (SNG) is a key part in the SC scheme, which converts a binary number to its corresponding stochastic format. This is achieved via comparing between the binary number (to convert) with a stream of random numbers [15] [1], and a uniformly distributed RNG is needed for this conversion process. In AQFP, an n-bit true RNG can be implemented using n 1-bit true RNGs, whose layout is shown in Fig. 9 , each using two JJs for efficient implementation as discussed in the previous section. An SNG can be implemented using the n-bit true RNG and n-bit comparator, where n is the number of bits of the source binary number.
For more efficient hardware utilization, we propose a true random number generator matrix, in which each true RNG unit can be exploited in more than one SNGs. As shown in Fig. 8 , an N × N RNG matrix is capable of generating 4N Nbit random numbers in parallel. Each true RNG unit is shared among four random numbers. This design can maintain limited correlation because all unit RNGs are independent and each two output random numbers only share a single bit in common.
Integration of Summation and Activation Function in CONV Layers
To overcome the difficulty in accumulator implementation in AQFP, we re-formulate the operation of SC-based feature extraction block in a different aspect. The stochastic number output of inner-product (and activation), SO, should reflect the summation of input-weight products, whose stochastic format can be viewed as a matrix SP. Each row of SP is the stochastic number/stream of a input-weight product. Therefore, the binary value represented by SO is: Figure 9 : Layout of 1-bit true RNG using AQFP.
where N is the length of the stochastic stream and M is the number of inputs. The clip operation restricts the value between the given bounds. This formulation accounts for inner product (summation) and activation function. Consequently,
That is, the total number of 1's in the output stochastic stream, SO, should equal to the total number of 1's in the input matrix, SP, minus M − 1 2 × N . The n-th bit of SO can be determined by the following value:
More precisely, the n-th bit of SO is 1 if the above value is greater than 0, and is 0 otherwise. The above calculation needs to accumulate
To simplify the computation given hardware limitations, we propose an effective, accurate approximation technique as shown in Algorithm 1.
As described in Algorithm 1, each column of the input bit-stream matrix SP (corresponding to the current clock cycle), combined with the remaining M bits from the previous iteration, are fed to the sorting block. By performing binary sorting, the sorting block will decide whether the number of 1's in all inputs is greater than (M − 1)/2 or not. More specifically, the (M − 1)/2-th bit of the sorted results can be used to determine the next stochastic bit of SO (to be 1 or 0). The M bits following the (M − 1)/2 + 1-th bit at output, whose number of 1's represents n i=1 clip(D i , 0, 1), are fed back to the sorting block. The above step acts as subtraction as the top (M − 1)/2 bits are ignored, and the surplus 1's can still be used in the following iteration.
Algorithm 1: Proposed sorter-based feature extraction block (implemented by SC in hardware)
input : SP is the matrix containing all input-weight products and bias N is the bit-stream length M is the input size output : SO is the activated inner-product. The binary sorting operation can be realized using the bitonic sorting network [25] , which applies a divide-andmerge technique. Fig. 10 shows an 8-input binary bitonic sorter, where each sorting unit can be implemented using an AND gate for the maximum and an OR gate for the minimum of the two input bits. A bitonic sorter has two stages: sorting the top and bottom halves of its inputs where the bottom half is sorted in the opposite order of the top half; then merge the two sorted parts. As shown in Fig. 11 (a) , a binary bitonic sorter with even inputs can be built up with bitonic sorters with 1/2 size and a bitonic merger, which is shown in Fig. 11 (b) . For a binary bitonic sorter with odd inputs, we propose to add a three-input sorter in the first merging stage to sort the maximum of the bottom half, the middle input, and the minimum of the top half. The maximum of the three is fed to the top merger; the minimum is feed to the bottom merger; and the median, which is also the median of the entire inputs or the minimum, is used as a select signal to decide the bottom half output. This design allows any binary bitonic sorter to be implemented in a modular manner. The three-input sorter can be implemented using an AND gate, an OR gate and an majority gate for the median.
As shown in Fig. 12 , the operation in (3) can be realized using a bitonic sorting circuit. As the feedback vector is already sorted, only the input column needs to be sorted. The two sorted sequences are then merged using a bitonic merger to form the final sorted vector. When M is an even number, a neutral noise of repeated 0 and 1 stochastic sequence (whose value is 0) is added to the input, in order to mitigate the limitation that (M − 1)/2 cannot be fully represented in an integer format in this case.
As shown in Fig. 13 , the output of the proposed feature extraction block resembles a shifted rectified linear unit (ReLU). Table 1 shows the absolute error of the proposed bitonic sorter based feature extraction block. The performance of the proposed sorter-based feature extraction block is very consistent, and does not degrade as the input size increases. The inaccuracy is no more than 0.06 for bit-streams longer than 1024.
Sub-Sampling Block in AQFP
The sub-sampling operation is realized using the pooling block. The max-pooling operation is not compatible with AQFP as it requires FSM for implementation, while the multiplexer based average pooling implementation [35] suffers from high inaccuracy as input size grows. We address these limitations and propose an accurate, AQFP-based average pooling block. The output stochastic number/stream of the average-pooling block, SO, should satisfy:
In other words, the number of 1's in SO should be equal to the number of 1's in SP divided by M (the number of inputs). Using the similar idea as the proposed feature extraction block, the sub-sampling block can also be realized using a sorting circuit.
As described in Algorithm 2, the current column of inputs and previous feedback are sorted to group all 1's since the last 1 produced in SO. The M-th bit is used to determine the next output bit and feedback bits. If a 1 is produced, the top M 1's are discarded and the remaining are feedback to the input. Otherwise, the top M bits are feedback for further
Figure 15: Categorization block implementation using majority chain structure.
accumulation. In summary, this would allow one 1 to be produced in SO for every M 1's in SP.
The average pooling block is also implemented using a bitonic sorter, as shown in Fig. 14 . Similar to the design of the feature extraction block, only one M-input sorter is needed to sort the input column as the feedback vector is already sorted. The final sorted vector can be generated using a bitonic merger to merge the sorted input column and previous feedback. The output bit also acts as the select signal for feedback vector.
The proposed sub-sampling block produces very low inaccuracy as presented in Table 2 , which is usually far less than 0.01 for bit-streams longer than 1024. Even when the input size is very small, the proposed bitonic sorter-based average pooling block can still operate with negligible error, which is no more than 0.025 regardless of the bit-stream length.
Categorization Block for FC Layers in AQFP
Categorization blocks are for (final) FC layers of DNNs, in which each output is the inner-product of corresponding input and weight vectors. We find it not ideal to use the same implementation for the categorization block as featureextraction block for CONV layers, as the categorization block usually involves more inputs, leading to higher hardware footprint. In addition, the categorization result is reflected via the ranking of the outputs rather than relying on the calculation accuracy of inner product. As a result of the above two reasons, we propose to implement the categorization block in a less complicated manner, which is capable of maintaining the relative ranking of outputs without offering precise inner-product. The proposed categorization block is implemented using the majority logic, whose output is the majority of all its inputs, i.e. the output is 1 if the input vector has more 1's than 0's; the output is 0 otherwise. The relative value/importance of each output can be reflected in this way, thereby fulfilling the requirement of categorization block in FC layers.The proposed categorization logic can be realized using a simple majority chain structure. Thanks to the nature of AQFP technology, a three-input majority gate costs the same hardware resource as a two-input AND/OR gate. As shown in Fig. 15 , a multi-input majority function can be factorized into multi-level of three-input majority gate chain based on the following equation: Table. 3 shows the top 1 inaccuracy of the proposed categorization block. We simulate 10 categorization outputs with 100, 200, 500 and 800 different inputs under different lengths of bit-streams. The inaccuracy is evaluated using the relative difference between the highest output value in software and in SC domain. The relative inaccuracy can be limited to 0.4%, i.e., if the largest output outscores the second largest by more than 0.4%, the majority chain based categorization block can give the correct classification. As in most categorization cases, the highest output is usually far greater than the rest, the proposed majority chain categorization block should be able to operate with high accuracy.
SOFTWARE RESULTS AND HARDWARE PROTOTYPE TESTING
The proposed SC-based DNN using AQFP is evaluated in various aspects: 1) component-wise hardware performance; 2) application-level performance; 3) system-level hardware utilization efficiency. For hardware performance of the four basic blocks, we compare their energy efficiency and latency with CMOS-based counterparts. The application-level performance is evaluated by testing the accuracy of the proposed framework on the MNIST [21] dataset. Finally, the overall hardware resource utilization for two different DNNs (one for the MNIST dataset and one with deeper architecture for more complex tasks) are compared with SC-based DNN implementations using CMOS. In addition we have verified the functionality of a feature extraction chip, as shown in Fig. 16 (a) , which is fabricated with AIST 10kA/cm 2 Niobium high-speed standard process (HSTP) [42] . The functionality of the chip is verified through 4.2K low-temperature measurements. As shown in Fig. 16 (b) , the under-testing chip is embedded in a cryoprobe and inserted into a liquid Helium Dewar to cool down to 4.2K, with the protection of a double-layer magnetic shield. On-chip I/Os are connected to a cable terminal through the cryoprobe. A data pattern generator, an arbitrary function generator and a power supply are employed to generate the date inputs and excitation current. Oscilloscopes with pre-amplifiers are used to read the outputs.
Hardware Utilization
To validate the efficiency of the proposed SC-based DNN using AQFP, we firstly compare components-wise and overall hardware utilization with CMOS-based implementation. The CMOS implementation is synthesized with 40nm SMIC CMOS process using Synopsys Design Compiler. We test and compare SNGs, feature extraction blocks, sub-sampling blocks and categorization blocks with physical different configuration. Table 4 shows hardware utilization comparison for SNGs to generate 1024 bit-stream stochastic numbers based on 10-bit random numbers generated by RNGs. The AQFP based design is much efficient given its advantage in true random number generation in addition to the clusterized RNG design. The proposed AQPF SNG operates at 1.48 × 10 5 times higher energy efficiency compared to its CMOS counterpart. The bitonic sorter based feature extraction block using AQFP is very energy efficient as its energy efficiency is 1.08×10 6 times higher than CMOS based implementation while being much faster thanks to its effective bitonic sorter-based architecture.
For very large and dense layers, we still consider them as feature extraction layers as they derives global features. The sorter-based implementation, regardless of the big input size, can still maintain reasonable hardware performance. The bitonic sorter-based average pooling block using AQPF out-performs its CMOS counterpart by 3.12 × 10 5 times in energy efficiency and up to 465.46 times in computational speedup. This relative margin is lower because that the CMOS average pooling block implementation simply uses a multiplexer. Therefore the complexity is lower than the proposed bitonic sorter based implementation. However, as aforementioned, the proposed sorter-based average-pooling block can achieve extremely low inaccuracy. Finally, the categorization block can achieve up to 7.76 × 10 5 times better energy efficiency compared to its CMOS counterpart. Its consumption grows linearly given the majority chain design structure, whose size also grows linearly as input size increases. Overall the hardware consumption of the four basic proposed blocks are far more efficient in energy consumption compared to CMOS-based implementation.
Application Performance
With all components being well developed and configured, we build a convolutional neural network that has the architecture of Conv3_x -AvgPool -Conv3_x -AvgPool -FC500 -FC800 -OutLayer, as indicated in Table 8 The validity of the network is proven by performing the MNIST [21] classification. As the first step to implement a SC-based DNN using AQFP with high inference accuracy, the network is trained with taking all limitations of AQFP and SC into considerations, thereby to prevent the accuracy degradation as much as possible. As shown in Table 9 , the inference accuracy of this shallow neural network (SNN) is 97.91% when it is implemented in AQFP, and that of its CMOS counterpart is 97.35%. Although their accuracy are comparable, the hardware performance of AQFP-based implementation is much more remarkable than the CMOS implementation. The energy improvement of AQFP-based implementation is up to 5.4 × 10 4 times and its throughput improvement is 35.9 times, comparing to its CMOS counterpart. As discussed above, the AQFP-based neural network can achieve acceptable inference accuracy with remarkable hardware performance when a shallow neural network is implemented. To further explore the feasibility of building a deep neural network in AQFP, we build a deep neural network with the architecture of Conv3_x -Conv3_x -AvgPoolConv5_x -Conv5_x -AvgPool -Conv7_x -FC500 -FC800 -OutLayer, and the configuration of each layer is indicated in Table 8 . As shown in Table 9 , the AQFP-based DNN can achieve 96.95% accuracy in MNIST classification, and the energy efficiency of AQFP is even more remarkable when the network is deeper, the energy improvement is up to 6.9 × 10 4 times and the throughput improvement is 29 times, comparing to the CMOS-based implementation.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a stochastic-computing deep learning framework using Adiabatic Quantum-Flux-Parametron superconducting technology, which can achieve the highest energy efficiency among superconducting logic families. However, the deep-pipelining nature of AQFP circuits makes the prior design in SC-based DNN not suitable. By taking account of this limitation and other characteristics of AQFP, we redesign the neural network components in SC-based DNN. We propose (i) an accurate integration of summation and activation function using bitonic sorting network and feedback loop, (ii) a low-complexity categorization block based on chain of majority gates, (iii) an ultra-efficient stochastic number generator in AQFP, (iv) a high-accuracy sub-sampling (pooling) block in AQFP, and (v) majority synthesis for further performance improvement and automatic buffer/splitter insertion for requirement of AQFP circuits. Experimental results show that our proposed AQFP-based DNN can achieve up to 6.9 × 10 4 times higher energy efficiency compared to CMOS-based implementation while maintaining 96% accuracy on the MNIST dataset.
